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Using APIs to Write
Successful Programming

By  G re g  Va n  Pe l t

OVERVIEW

Application programmers write programs that people use for business
tasks, such as accounting or payroll, whereas systems programmers
write programs such as compilers, operating systems, or servers that let
the application programmers do their job. An API is an Application
Programming Interface. For example, when a product provides several
services or features and an application programmer wants to use these
services, the programmer needs a way to ask the product for what he or
she wants. That is where an API comes in.

The API provides programmers with access to the functionality of a
pre-built software module through well-defined data structures and
subroutine calls. Sometimes programmers define APIs for proprietary
code, but for a computer network, the APIs typically are the public
entry points to libraries that hide low-level details.

Documenting API interfaces is very similar to documenting other
interfaces. The writer must gain an understanding of the user, an under-
standing of what problems the interface is designed to overcome, and
must translate all of that into user friendly language. The main dif-
ference is that for API documentation, the end users are primarily
programmers or software developers.

What Programmers Really Want from Documentation
Research shows that application programmers want to learn only as

they need the information. Because of this, few programmers are
interested in long tutorials or hours in a classroom. They want to begin
coding immediately and they want to find the specific help section that
answers their specific coding problem.

Whether or not a person is an experienced programmer, some ways
of learning commonly appeal to most programmers. Most program-
mers will not read manuals from start to finish but will refer to them if
they have a problem. For example:

� They want robust samples that they can use as is, or modify and
incorporate into larger applications.

� They want online help that will get them answers to their
specific questions.

� They want real solutions to their problems such as code that they
can cut and paste into their applications.

Determining the Right Approach
In most environments, programmers do not write just a part of an

application without knowledge of the entire application. One program-
mer may write a runtime engine, while another writes UI routines that
tie into the engine.

The writer will never know what programmer will write which
parts, so the writer must thoroughly document the application pro-
gramming process. Although programmers do not read from start to
finish, it is better to provide more information than less. This may
include compile and test issues, in addition to the mundane code
writing information.

In order to present information in an understandable format, the
writer needs to talk about programming from an informed perspective.
The best way for the writer to get the information is to talk to pro-
grammers who used the API (or write an application to see what it
takes) and interview them on application skeletons, required code, or
typical problems. Take copious notes, and after talking to engineers, it
should be easy to build up an idea of what information is required.

API WRITER ROLE

In some cases, the API documentation is a low-priority project, and
the writer may find that engineering support has suddenly shifted to
another assignment. A good writer plans for this by being proactive
and asking for access to all the source code and to the design documents,
if any exist. It’s also important to request a support team of several engi-
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neers, all of whom are aware of your work and are helping review parts
of it and who are writing code examples for how to use the API.

Direct communication is vital to a successful documentation project
and the writer should never withhold any known issues. It is better to be
open, honest, and direct about the approach, intent, progress, and issues.

Generally, there are two different scenarios for API documenta-
tion, depending on when a writer gets involved in the process.
Usually, the writer’s role in the API process is somewhere in
between these two scenarios.

Project Planning Phase
In this scenario, the writer needs to make sure that he or she is part

of the engineering team. It is important to work with the Project
Manager or Engineering Lead to get included in all project email lists,
project meetings, scheduling, and code drops.

A good writer will automatically volunteer to help write and review
specifications in order to use the same API style in the final manuals.
As code is written, the writer should help write embedded comments or
at least write up the API pages for functions as they are coded. These
will change during application development, but praiseworthy docu-
mentation is up-to-date with code.

The writer must point out when code changes are made that don’t
match the specifications. The best approach is to offer to update the spec-
ifications to match the code, if that is the decision made by the project
team (and it usually is). The writer can also help the Product Manager put
together all the ancillary documentation and product material.

Friendly communication with the project team is vital. Follow the
standard guidelines for writing determined by the Technical
Publications department. If a policy interferes with engineering
processes, defer to engineering whenever possible. This is just a
common-sense political move, but never sacrifice quality of API
documentation to engineering processes.

Code Complete
If the code is complete or almost complete, this means that there is

not much time left to write the API documentation. It is crucial for the
writer to determine the schedule and to know if development placed
embedded comments in the code (JavaDoc or C++ Doc).

The writer needs direct access to all source code trees included in the
deliverable and all specifications. The writer must assume that functional
specifications are correct until proven otherwise. Communication is
important and the writer must quickly learn who actually owns the code
and specifications. Staying close to these people (even as friends) helps
the writer learn how to use the code and project tools.

The writer must use whatever tools are available to generate the
skeleton of the API reference documentation. Auto generation tools
can provide the functions, parameters, and return values in a usable for-
mat, regardless of whether there are actual comments in the code.

Finally, the writer must apply the appropriate style to the generated
documentation and add details from other sources, such as emails from
programmers or actual specifications.

Procrastination is the writer’s enemy when code is complete. Never
wait to complete chapters, libraries, etc., to start the review process
from engineering. In addition, if the company allows it, a good writer
recognizes the subject matter experts who provided engineering input
by mentioning first names ONLY in an acknowledgement section of
the API manual.

API WRITER ACTIONS

An API writer has to explain a broad spectrum of functions (in pro-
cedural programming) or objects and classes (in object-oriented pro-
gramming). The writer must be able to read code well enough to pick
out the definitions of all the access points and data structures, then
describe them in an orderly fashion for the programmer audience. In
other words, the API writer is generally a programmer who turned to
technical writing or a very competent technical writer who learns
enough about programming.

Determine the Process
Process is one of the most important things the writer can help

define that will make this job easier. The writer needs to work with
development leads to plan an accommodating workflow and note
any obstacles before diving in. The writer also needs management
mandates and engineering buy-off, especially if the software has
many point releases.

Write the API Documentation Plan
The programming language for the API can sometimes have an

effect on the way the document is put together. In general, an API doc-
umentation plan needs to include the following things:

Introduction
The writer needs to know the architecture, purpose, and goal of the

product. Why does it exist? What scenarios does it address? What sce-
narios does it not address? How does it relate to other APIs? Where
does it fit in the processing model? Does it conform to any industry
standards? If so, which ones?

Prototypes
In order to predict how a function call will be performed in the

API, the programmer audience needs to know whether or not the
function (or function type) being called is governed by a prototype. A
prototype declares the return type of a function and the number and
type of formal parameters. Function types have compatibility rules
(certain conditions that must be met) to be governed by a common
prototype. The API writer needs to specify the argument types for a
prototype declaration.

Details
The writer must determine the function of each element in the API

on an element-by-element basis. These details include the arguments,
types of the arguments, and any other coding that must be included to
make each element work. The API writer provides a description,
parameters, and return codes or values for each API function as well as
error handling procedures.

Examples
The programmer learns how to write applications using the API

based on code samples. This is especially true for novice- to interme-
diate-level programmers with little or no formal Visual Basic or C++
programming experience. The API documentation can demonstrate
specifically how things are done in different programming environ-
ments (Visual Basic, C++ or both).

If the API writer presents complex examples in a pyramid fashion,
chapter by chapter, rather than broken into simple concepts, these
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examples are hard to follow. Although code samples for developing a
complete application are useful to the experienced programmer, they
do not make a good starting point for the beginner because of too much
embedded information.

If necessary, the API writer can leave the example programs in the
documentation because they will be helpful if the programmer wants to
do a complex program.

Almost universally, programmers ask for the following items in API
documentation:

� A robust but simple set of examples with 10 lines of code or less
for each sample

� Samples that are at a production level so customers can just
install and use them

� Comments with the source code explaining why it was done a
particular way

� Some advanced samples for experienced programmers

Extract Information from the Header Files
API writers get most of the information for the reference material by

looking at the header files for a software product. They seldom get
much information, if any at all, written from the developers themselves.

For example, the header files in C++ are generally text files with the
extension .H or .CPP. The writer can open these files in a text editor and
figure out the classes, methods, parameters, and return types. Once a
writer gets familiar with a product, the next step is to tell from the
method name the intent of the programmer, and to figure out most, if
not all, of the parameters and what they do. A good writer can usually
extrapolate from there to figure out how to use the API along with other
methods to accomplish some programming task.

When the writer takes what the programmer provides, including
the header files, and applies some time and thought, actual docu-
mentation writing begins. The writer can construct a solid reference
manual for the API with some review by the programmer and revi-
sion by the writer.

Develop a Style to Fit the Data
From the information quantity and type, you can develop a style that

best fits the data. It is never a good idea to decide on a style before you
understand the limits and requirements of the data. The style does not
have to be traditional, but it does have to meet the needs and expecta-
tions of your audience—engineers.

API WRITER TOOLS

Tools used for documenting APIs include Framemaker (or in some
cases Microsoft Word) for text formatting and layout. In addition, Visio
or other graphic tools help the writer draw UML (Unified Modeling
Language) diagrams or flow charts.

Something else for the API writer to seriously consider is a tool that
can extract code prototypes, data definitions, and class and method dec-
larations (or specially flagged comments). One example is the
Doxygen freeware (www.doxygen.org). At the very least, these extrac-
tion tools reveal the code structure. They tell the writer what is new and
what is gone. They accurately show the arguments to a function,
including who inherits from whom, the member functions for a given
class, and all documentable code item types. They reveal the enumera-

tions, types, structures, classes, or functions, or anything else that is fit
to use by another programmer.

Tools help make a skeleton, give it some structure, and give it
some organization.

Chasing the Syntax
One of the most important pieces of information that you can give a

reader/programmer is correct syntax to the API and the meaning of the
parameters (what is valid, etc.).

Unfortunately, this is precisely the piece of information that the pro-
grammers endlessly change until (and even after) the code freeze date.
If the API writer does not have tools or a change process in place,
chasing the syntax of individual commands becomes an endless,
time-consuming chore. The writer does not have a chance to under-
stand the big picture of how the commands are expected to work
together and the documentation is outdated as soon as an engineer gets
permission to fix a bug.

Code Comments
Most engineering departments already require the programmers to

comment their code as part of the coding conventions. Commented
code is an asset to any organization even if the code is not part of an
API. This makes it easier for the API writer to get support and buy-off
for a modification to the code comment structure for integration with a
tool such as JavaDoc or Doxygen. The caveat is that the writer may be
asked to follow it through the first time after gaining the trust of engi-
neering to modify their code.

If the reference material (API syntax, description, and parameter
descriptions) resides in the code (where it belongs), much of the docu-
mentation gets pushed to the engineers and the tools. The big benefit is
that if this information is in the code, it has half a chance of being
updated by the engineer when they make code changes. In this case, the
writer becomes a part-time editor and enforcer on the reference mate-
rial. When the writer is not cleaning up flagged comments in the code,
the focus can shift to other aspects of the documentation set, such as
installation, compilation, overview, usage, grouping, or examples that
reside outside of the code.

Common Tools
Tools are not the ultimate solution to syntax chasing. However, they

come in handy when new, deleted, and rearranged parameters appear
during a deadline. Tools provide a higher accuracy of the API syntax
published in the documentation.

Introducing Doxygen
You can download doxygen from the following web site:

http://www.stack.nl/~dimitri/doxygen.

You can use doxygen to document C, C++, Java, IDL (Corba,
COM/ActiveX, other). It generates or supports HTML, LaTeX, RTF
(MS Word), PostScript, hyperlinked PDF, compressed HTML, and
man pages (Unix).

Doxygen can extract the code structure even from undocumented
code. It shows relations between various elements (functions, typedefs,
structures, etc.) as hyperlinks. It can also generate inheritance diagrams
and other diagrams.
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Introducing DocJet
You can download DocJet from the following web site:

http://www.talltree.com

DocJet by TallTree is expensive but good. DocJet will single-source
the API. The writer can extract the necessary information from C++,
Java and Visual Basic code, and publish it in HTML, HTMLHelp or
MS Word format. This feature is very good in itself because it saves so
much of the writer’s time.

Introducing AutoDuck
You can download AutoDuck from the following web site:

http://www.helpmaster.com/hlp-developmentaids-autoduck.htm

AutoDuck is free, and the developers of this product provide the
source code. However, unless you feel comfortable marking up
source code and are willing to work in a command line environ-
ment, DocJet is a better alternative (it all depends on the generosity
of your department).

The Bottom Line
If a writer is not used to gathering API information and writing from

scratch, or requesting written information from the programmers for
rewriting or formatting, then the best advice is to use one of these
automation tools. You can create a first pass, and have the programmers
fill in the information gaps. The writer should not allow the program-
mers to put off answering anything, if possible.

The bottom line is that these tools help the API writer make the leap
from copying function calls from source code manually to actually get-
ting an overview of the product. The confidence level that results from
the successful transition to an API writer also produces a fair degree of
excellent documentation for the customer, thus increasing company
profitability in the marketplace.  

Greg Van Pelt is a NaSPA member and assistant editor for Techncial
Support Magazine.
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